Because the spirit humane the Republic government of Vietnam has released 140 prisoners of war. About your side, just an empty appeal and talk only. You keep the prisoners of war for many years, as Lt. Rowe was captured on October 29, 1963. Why you should not take action be portioned satisfy like us.

Christmas and New Years are a chance for everyone to be happy. Recently, the people in the world were express friendship and understanding with forbearance towards each other. Each family gathers together with riches and gifts for each other. Its was in friendship that the prisoners were kept in prison for such a long time. Now Lt. Rowe has to return to his loved ones.

Lately the Republic government of Vietnam was to set free 140 prisoners of war that would demonstrate the humane spirit of the Christmas holiday before the people of the world, but you released 3 prisoners only.

The world was waiting for good will lately from you not just talk but action.